On the preparation of lung strip for tissue mechanics measurement.
It is widely believed that it is fundamental to degas and/or rinse the lung prior to the measurement of the tissue mechanics, so that the undesirable effects of surfactant and localized gas trapping are eliminated. However, one could hypothesize that these mechanisms are bound to disappear in the in vitro preparation since the small tissue sample remains suspended oscillating in an organ bath. To investigate the real necessity to follow these procedures, dynamic mechanical properties were studied in strips of lungs previously rinsed with saline, degassed by ventilation with 100% O(2), or without any of these prior procedures. Resistance, elastance, hysteresivity, and the amounts of airway, blood vessel, and alveolar wall were computed. There was no difference in either tissue mechanics or morphology among the groups. In conclusion, the time-consuming degassing and rinsing steps are not necessary to adequately prepare lung tissue for in vitro mechanical analysis, and eliminating these steps potentially helps preserving the intact microstructure of the tissue.